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Many feature extraction techniques for image recognition in recent years implement somevariant of sparse
coding [6] within a processing pipeline that alternates coding and pooling operations (e.g., [1, 2, 4, 7, 8]).
The resulting featurevectorscan then be fed to a linear classifier such as asupport vector machine.

Despite its popularity, sparse coding suffers from several shortcomings. When increasing dictionary size,
thecomputational cost of sparsecoding often becomesimpractical beforeperformancesaturatesfor realistic
datasets, with dictionaries of tens of thousands of atoms performing better than smaller ones. Restricting
the set of atoms that can be activated to encode a given input reduces the size of the effective dictionary
over which the optimization is performed. This general idea underlies several recent proposals such as
locally linear coding (LLC) [7], which selects theactiveset among thek nearest neighborsof the input to be
encoded, or work by Yang et al. [9], which first clusters the data, then learns a separate smaller dictionary
within each cluster, with the full underlying dictionary having more than 250,000 atoms.

Another limitation of vanilla sparse coding is that atoms in a dictionary are all treated as equals, with no
structure to define a hierarchy, or excitatory/inhibitory interactions between atoms. Jenatton et al. [5] and
Gregor et al. [3] impose structure on the dictionary by using specific regularization penalties, e.g, allowing
activation of agiven atom to gate that of other atoms.

Here, we combine these two lines of thought by decomposing sparse encoding into stages of increased
refinement:

• Each input is decomposed over asmall dictionary with a regular sparsecoding procedure.

• The resulting code is fed to a linear classifier that selectsa latent class.

• Each latent class is assigned agiven activeset chosen among theatomsof asecondary dictionary.

• The residual after thefirst coarsedecomposition is decomposed over that activeset.

The classifier and dictionaries are trained concurrently. This process is fast given the small sizes of the
classifiers involved, and can be reiterated several times to yield dictionaries of increasing specialization.
We show how this framework relates to previous approaches and gives them more flexibility , while using
the samecomputations to select the active set and perform the coding, and present experiments on several
classification tasks.
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